Monitoring, Evaluation, Verification and Learning
Decision adopted at EB21 in Geneva, Switzerland on December 8, 2022

EB.2022.28

Considering:

a) The Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning Policy prepared by the CAFI Secretariat
b) The table of contents of the upcoming MEL Guidelines
c) The terms of reference of the MEL working group

The Executive Board (EB):

1. **Adopts** the MEL Policy, provided that comments sent in writing are addressed and a matrix is sent to the CAFI EB by 23 December
2. **Takes** note of the table of contents for the Guidelines and encourages their prompt development
3. **Establishes** the MEL Working group and encourages participation of implementing organizations, representative from in-country governance structures and external evaluation expertise
4. **Asks** the CAFI Secretariat to develop and share with the EB a tentative workplan for the MEL working group